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First of all a big thank you to all who have contributed records throughout the year, and a warm
welcome to two new regular contributors: John Byrne and Emyr Jones. At the end of each year I
collate and review the contributions so we can send a complete set of records to our local records
centre (WWBIC). Copies of the spreadsheet are also forwarded to the two UK fungus databases: the
Fungus Records Database for Britain and Ireland (FRDBI), managed by the British Mycological
Society, and CATE, the database run by the Fungus Conservation Trust. By contributing our records
to WWBIC we can improve the chance that local populations of rare or endangered fungi will be
flagged up against any significant developments planned in our area whilst records sent to the
national databases ensure information is available for studies of population trends and red listing
exercises.

2016 observations are currently being collated, but
initial indications suggest records are down on last
year - consistent with our field observations, at least in
grasslands and dune systems.

Overall rainfull for the year totalled 1,040 mm, not far
from the 20-year average of 1,090 mm. A glance at the
monthly chart shows October and November totals
somewhat lower than usual which may have
contributed to the poorer showing. It would be
interesting to know more about the effect of summer
weather conditons on autumn fruiting.

Our newsletter started life as simple 2-page sheet in 2005 and progressed to a quarterly 8-page
bulletin from 2010 until the end of 2016. Given the increased use of social media, especially the
PFRN website (run by Adam Pollard) and the Facebook page (run by Sharon and Mike Karpaty), we
have looked again at the scope of our newsletter and decided to move to a half-yearly issue. As
always, we welcome contributions from network members, and especially thank Nigel Stringer for
his regular (and continuing) articles on rusts. We currently archive older copies of newsletters on the
website, but have decided it may be helpful to extract some of the more substantive articles and file
them as stand-alone papers on the website so that they are easier to find and download. The plan is
for the documents to be available by the end of January.
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The last 12 years has seen quite a change in the network - it has been especially encouraging to see
more enthusiasts acquiring microscopes. Those of you that have such equipment should know that
we maintain a small supply of stains and chemicals to support microscopy - courtesy of a grant from
the Kew Lost and Found Project in 2015.

The next big move seems likely to be increased use of DNA sequencing. We are involved in a trial
programme with Aberystwyth University as reported in earlier newsletters and look forward to
helping pioneer this type of work by the “amateur” or “citizen science” community to further
mycological knowledge.

I am delighted to report that we have secured funding from the
Pembrokeshire Biodiversity Partnership for a substantial revision and
reissue of our Waxcaps in West Wales booklet. The new version is
expected to be available by March 2017 and will be available locally at no
cost. We hope the PBP grant will be supplemented by a contribution from
the British Mycological Society (application submitted).

During 2017 we will work with the Plantlife Wales to support their Wales
Waxcap project.  If their bid for lottery funding is successful this will be
a major initiative to raise awareness of fungal conservation in general, and
waxcap-grasslands in particular, across Wales.

David Harries

Matt Sutton can be relied on to come up with
interesting finds either from his own property
or other interesting sites encountered during
his travels.

Recently he found an unusual myxomycete
(pictured right) which resembled a Dianema
species. Details were sent to the UK expert
Bruce Ing who who promptly identified the
species as Dianema depressum  - a new record
for Wales.

Another of Matt's recent finds was an unusual
and rarely recorded bolete, Phylloporus
pelletieri (Xerocomus pelletieri in some
books) pictured lower right.

This species is sometimes called the golden-
gilled bolete on account of its yellow gills
which clearly distinguish it from other boletes
which have pores.

The FRDBI shows just 4 records from Wales,
including one from Cilwendeg in north-east
Pembrokeshire in 1999.

Fungus Records
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An interesting grassland observation last autumn was a
collection of a white form of Hygrocybe calyptriformis (H.
calyptriformis f. nivea) at Tufton cemetery. This colour variant
is mentioned in the standard guides to waxcaps, but is unusual
and quite striking when first spotted.

Currently this species is shown as H. calyptriformis in the UK
Checklist, but a check on the Spcies Fungorum website
(www.speciesfungorum.org), which is an RBG Kew
coordinated initiative to compile a global checklist of fungi,
shows that the most recent name assigned is Humidicutis
calyptriformis.

PFRN enthusiasts had a great opportunity to meet
with mycologists from the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew, when a party from the Lost and Found Fungi
(LAFF) project visited Pembrokeshire for three days
in early November. The visitors, Paul Cannon,
Martyn Ainsworth and Brian Douglas, were based at
the National Trust Stackpole Centre - an ideal location
for on-site recording on the National Nature Reserve.

The LAFF project, which is run by Kew and funded
by the Esme Fairburn Foundation, focusses on fungi
and lichens which have been rarely recorded or are
poorly understood. Enthusiasts from all over Wales
joined the event to learn more about identifying and
conserving these rare species.

The programme was launched on the Sunday with a full day
training and mentoring day on the coastal grassland at
Stackpole. Highlights of the visit included finds, at Stackpole,
of Entoloma bloxamii (Big blue pinkgill) and Geoglossum
atropurpureum (Dark purple earthtongue), both species of
conservation concern in the UK. In both cases it seems that
cryptic species lurk beneath a single name. In this case it
seems that our E. bloxamii specimen is more accurately
named as E. madidum. Fortunately it seems likely that
microscopy will allow us to separate the two entoloma species
in the future.

Dave Levell contributed another Lost and Found target species: the
smut Entyloma eryngii-maritimi, on a specimen of Sea Holly from
Freshwater West - an excellent find. A collection of tiny puffballs
from fixed dune habitat proved to be the target species Bovista
pusillum (previously recorded as B. limosa) and a search for the
bracket fungus Perenniporia ochreoleuca revealed a blackthorn
stand supporting dozens of fruit bodies.

Kew Lost and Found visit: Stackpole

Entoloma bloxamii/madidum

Group assembly at the Stackpole Centre

Perenniporia ochreoleuca

25 mm.

25 mm.
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Lichenologists (pictured below left) were rewarded with good collections of scrambled egg lichen -
several of which supported tiny black ascomycete fungi. Subsequent microscopy confirmed that one
of the collections was consistent with the rarely recorded Lichenochora epifulgens, another LAFF
target species.

Day two started with an exploration of the dune system at Broadhaven South and a walk along the
Mere Pool Valley. Brian Douglas discovered a tiny green ascomycete on dead gorse: Ionomidotis
fulvotingens . Only about 30 UK records are shown for this species in the Fungus Records Database,
but interestingly, the first UK record was from Pembrokeshire (Castle Henllys) in 1987.

The hazel woodland along the Mere Pool Valley yielded a spectacular show of Hypocreopsis
rhododendri in superb condition. This species was first observed here earlier in the year by John Steer
and Robin Taylor, and now seems rather well established. The dunes were generally unrewarding
apart from two collections of  a rarely recorded dune blackening waxcap consistent with the
description for Hygrocybe olivaceonigra. Samples were retained by Kew for DNA testing.

The afternoon visit called in at Upton Castle Gardens by kind permission of Prue and Steve Barlow.
After admiring the grassland species on the lawn, including examples of the infrequently seen
waxcap, Hygrocybe aurantiosplendens, the group toured the gardens where they were able to get
photographs of another rarity, Xylaria cinerea.  Just a few days before the Kew visit, Adam Pollard
reported the second Pembrokeshire record from Withybush woods. Now with a third UK site,
Pembrokeshire seems to be something of a stronghold.

Ionomidotis fulvotingens

Hygrocybe olivaceonigra

Hypocreopsis rhododendri

10 mm.

25 mm.

10 mm.
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Day 3 was wet, but the party travelled to Carnedd
Meibion Owen grasslands and Tycanol woods in the
north of the County. The grasslands failed to shine,
with just a handful of  waxcaps showing but Xylaria
cinerea was rediscovered at Tycanol.

The tour concluded with a visit to Poppit Sands
which at first glance appeared unpromising.
However, two small agarics were collected from the
base of dead marram grass and retained for
inspection at Kew. Some weeks later we were
delighted to learn that we had found yet another
LAFF species, this time Simocybe centunculus var.
maritima. The FRD shows just 3 UK records for this
species, all on sand dune systems in Wales.

The Kew visit was much appreciated by all who
participated and contributed significantly to our
fungal knowledge at the sites visited. Thanks are due to Paul Culyer (NRW) who provided site maps
for the event. We look forward to collecting more Pembrokeshire records and specimens from the
LAFF list as the programme progresses.

Congratulations are due to Mike Crutchley, our local
expert on microscopy and photography. Last autumn
he achieved his highest ever place in the annual
Nikon Small World contest for photomicrography
reaching 20th in the listing.

Nikon reported that the judges selected winners that
exemplified artistic quality as well as exceptional
scientific technique from 2,000 entries from
scientists, photographers and hobbyists from 70
countries.

Xylaria cinerea

This species was not formally described until
2011, but collections made before that date
were subsequently identified and named. The
first UK records date from 2007, the second
of these being a collection made by Trudy
Fleming at Tycanol during a BMS foray.

Subsequent collections across the UK
brought the number of sites to five, with the
recent Minwear and Upton finds adding two
more.

Reference: Henrici, A. (2016). Xylaria cine-
rea and X. crozonensis: two distinctive addi-
tions to the British mycota. Field Mycology
17(1).

Xylaria cinerea  Photo: Adam Pollard

Simocybe centunculus var. maritima

Nikon Small World Contest 2016

Pilobolus kleinii (The hat thrower)

20 mm.
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Another important rust find in west Wales - R. Nigel Stringer and Arthur O. Chater

Figure 1 Figure 2

On 11th June 2016 Arthur Chater collected a specimen of Koeleria macrantha from the cliff-top near
Llanrhystud, Cardiganshire which was infected with rust. K. macrantha (Crested Hair grass) is a
compact tufted perennial usually less than 50 cm (Figure 1). Leaves are stiff and rather bristle-like,
light grey-green to mid grey green on the upper surface but darker on the lower surface. K. macrantha
is a complex species which has been subdivided on the continent but in Britain these relationships
have yet to be explored.

It is native and is found in herb-rich grasslands or infertile well drained usually base-rich calcareous
soils. Typical habitats include rocky outcrops and scree; derelict mines and quarries and coastal cliffs
and dunes. It is fairly common throughout Britain but mainly coastal. Welsh records are nearly
entirely confined to the coast with very few inland sites (Figure 2).

The rust stage found by AOC consisted
of deep orange spore masses on the
upper surface of the leaves (Figure 3).
Under the microscope the spores were
found to be oval with dense spines.
These are the urediniospores which
spread the disease and these spores had
numerous ‘pores’ in the cell wall
which were characteristically
thickened (Figure 4). The spore
measurements fitted the description of
the rust Puccinia longissima. Figure 3
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Fluorescence microscopy is a technique in which a sample is stained with a fluorescent dye which
attaches  to specific components in the preparation. The sample is illuminated with light of a short
wavelength (high energy). Some of this light is absorbed by the fluorescent dye which then emits light
at a longer wavelength (low energy).

Filters mounted in the optical system ensure that only light
of the selected excitation wavelength reaches the sample,
and only light corresponding to the emission wavelength
of the stain reaches the eyepiece or camera port. One of
the disadvantages of fluorescence microscopy in the past
has been the use of mercury vapour discharge lamps to
provide the illumination. These run at high temperatures,
require a high voltage power supply and contain
hazardous material. Today, low voltage LED lights
provide an effective alternative.

Fluorescence microscopy can be very useful in mycology
for determining if fungal spores have one or two nuclei -
something not easily achieved with conventional colour
staining techniques.

This rust is extremely rare in Britain, only having been recorded
on 5 occasions on K. macrantha (with 3 records on K. gracilis).
Three of the 5 records are from Scotland, one from
Gloucestershire and the fifth noted as ‘British Isles 19XX’
(FRDBI). Its Conservation Status is classified as ‘Extinct 1953’
(Red Data List Evans et al. 2006).

The rust is ‘heteroecious and macrocyclic’ which means that it produces 5 spore stages during its life
cycle which are spread across two plant hosts. One host is Koeleria and the other Sedum (stonecrop
species). There are no official records of the rust on the alternate host Sedum acre in Britain but about
3 years ago Brian Wurzell from Tottenham found rust on this host growing on a wall at Walthamstow
Reservoirs, Essex, in late autumn. He provisionally identified the rust as P. longissima which was
subsequently confirmed by RNS. Unfortunately, the rust hasn’t been found on subsequent visits to
the same plant. On the Continent its Sedum hosts include S. acre, S. album and S. rupestre but
apparently not S. anglicum.

During 2017 the authors will be looking for the rust on these two hosts to assess whether the rust is
in fact ‘rare’ or just merely under-recorded. Both hosts are widespread on the Pembrokeshire coast
and the rust should surely be present there.

The authors wish to thank Malcolm Storey (BioImages) for permission to use his photograph of K.
macrantha. The distribution map of K. macrantha was taken off the BSBI website.

Spores in squash mount  Photo: RNS

Fluorescence microscopy - David Harries

Vickers M17 microscope (circa 1980) modified by Mike
Crutchley to utilise a 365 nm LED lamp in the incident
light position, and a white LED lamp in the transmitted
light position.

Figure 4
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The spores are treated with a minute amount of stain called DAPI. The DAPI passes through the spore
wall and binds to the DNA component in the nuclei. When illuminated with ultraviolet light, the
DAPI attached to the DNA emits a blue light whilst the other components  remain dark or only faintly
fluorescent.

The image shown far right is a composite made by combining a transmitted white light image (which
defines the spore outline) with an incident light fluorescent image (which highlights the nuclei).

Most mycologists will have little need for a fluorescence microscope - but for those enthusiasts
wishing to extend their repertoire, second-hand instruments occasionally appear on the market. One
word of caution: if considering a pre-owned instrument, you need to be sure that the filter sets (cubes)
have not suffered heat damage from extensive use of a mercury vapour lamp.

Three developments have made fluorescence microscopy much more accessible and practicable
for those of  us working outside major institutions. They are particularly useful for enthusiasts
wishing to upgrade fluorescence microscopes manufactured perhaps 20 to 40 years ago.

LED illumination: LED lamps are compact, cheap, readily available and need only to be mounted
on an aluminium block or fin array (to dissipate heat). They run at low voltages, typically less than
12 volts.

Digital cameras: Modern digital cameras provide high sensitivity in low light conditions and
provide an instant image unlike film-based cameras of the 1980s.  Second-hand DSLR bodies are
readily available at reasonable prices - usually less than dedicated eye-piece microscope cameras.

Digital processing: Software which allows for enhancement of the digital image is now readily
available.

© Pembrokeshire Fungus Recording Network, Issue 1-2017, January 2017.

Reference: Horton, T.R. (2006). The number of nuclei in basidiospores of 63 species of
ectomycorrhizal Homobasidiomycetes. Mycologia, 98(2).
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